Awardees List

The UF/IFAS VP Promise Award
Ann Wilkie

The UF/IFAS Diversity Difference Maker Award
John Diaz and Rebecca Decker

The UF/IFAS Culture of Nomination Award
Kati Migliaccio

New AAAS Fellows
Geoffrey Dahl, Rosemary Loria, Rafael Munoz-Carpena and Eric Triplett

FY20 Plant Patents and PVPs
David Clark, Fredrick Gmitter and Harry Klee

The UF/IFAS Plant Breeding Innovation Award
Vance Whitaker

The UF/IFAS International Awards
Mathews Paret and Kathleen Colverson

The UF/IFAS High Impact
Publication 1: Lu Zhang, Jorge Ruiz-Menjivar and Mickie Swisher
Publication 2: Wendy Dahl, Amanda Ford, Joon Hyuk Suh and Yu Wang
Publication 3: Dennis Valle and Davis Kaplan
Publication 4: Saroj Parajuli, Qibin Yu, Fred Gmitter and Zhanao Deng
Publication 5: Mengzi Zhang, Roger Kjelgren, Brian Person, Abhishek Sharma, Francisco Leon, Bonnie Avery and Christopher McCurdy
Publication 6: Zhao Peng, Junli Zhang, Jose Huguet-Tapia, Anna Block and Frank White
Publication 7: Yiannis Ampatzidis, Victor Partel and Lucas Costa
Publication 8: Maria Brym and Alan Chambers
Publication 9: Vratika Chaudhary and Madan Oli
Publication 10: Geoffrey Dahl, Adegbola Adesogan, Arie Havelaar, Sarah McKune and Marjatta Eilitta

The UF/IFAS Research Service Award
Ben Broughton

The UF/IFAS Richard Jones Outstanding New Faculty Research Awards
Vanessa Hull and Dail Laughinghouse

The UF Excellence Awards for Assistant Professors
John Bromfield and Brett Scheffers

The UF/IFAS Awards of Excellence for Graduate Research
Rebecca Perry and Adam Dale
Casey Parker and Roxanne Connelly
Jordan Moor, James Anderson, Andrew Ropicki and Frank Asche
Natalie Ann Harrison and Graciela Lorca
Stacy Welker, Amit Levy and Manjul Dutt
Achilles Vieira-Neto and Jose Eduardo Santos